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From fuzziness to precision medicine: on the rapidly
evolving proteomics with implications
in mitochondrial connectivity to rare human disease
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SUMMARY

Mitochondrial (mt) dysfunction is linked to rare diseases (RDs) such as respiratory
chain complex (RCC) deficiency, MELAS, and ARSACS. Yet, how altered mt pro-
tein networks contribute to these ailments remains understudied. In this perspec-
tive article, we identified 21 mt proteins from public repositories that associate
with RCC deficiency, MELAS, or ARSACS, engaging in a relatively small number
of protein-protein interactions (PPIs), underscoring the need for advanced prote-
omic and interactomic platforms to uncover the complete scope of mt connectiv-
ity to RDs. Accordingly, we discuss innovative untargeted label-free proteomics
in identifying RD-specific mt or other macromolecular assemblies andmapping of
protein networks in complex tissue, organoid, and stem cell-differentiated neu-
rons. Furthermore, tag- and label-based proteomics, genealogical proteomics,
and combinatorial affinity purification-mass spectrometry, along with advance-
ments in detecting and integrating transient PPIs with single-cell proteomics
and transcriptomics, collectively offer seminal follow-ups to enrich for RD-rele-
vant networks, with implications in RD precision medicine.

INTRODUCTION

An estimated 300 million people suffer from rare diseases (RDs) worldwide, and although every RD is un-

common by definition, there is anywhere between 5,000 and 8,000 of them, rendering RDs a frequently

seen category in the clinic (Haendel et al., 2020; Nguengang Wakap et al., 2020). Therapeutic options

for patients with RD are in retreat owing to the scarcity of information pertaining to disease driver genes,

mutation-to-phenotype linkage, and the biochemical consequences of genetic alterations, as exemplified

by differential protein levels in the impacted tissue, or pathologically rewired protein-protein interactions

(PPIs) that trigger disease manifestations. In general, human disease research has gained traction in recent

years owing to the rapid development of affordable genomic sequencing platforms, which initially came to

light about four decades ago upon sequencing the mitochondrial (mt) genome (Anderson et al., 1981).

Despite finding that mtDNA comprises only three dozen genes, mt are still interestingly involved in a

myriad of pivotal activities in the living cells such as ATP generation, urea cycle, heme and pyrimidine

biosynthesis, as well as complex cell fate mechanisms (Rajput et al., 2015). This strengthened the notion

that nuclear-encoded genes produce additional proteins that directly or indirectly interact with mt in a

manner that explains their versatile cellular roles. The term ‘‘mt-associated proteins’’ or ‘‘mt proteins’’

was thus coined, which alludes to proteins associating with mt, whether or not they are of mt origin.

The pool of mt proteins is well over 1,000 (Calvo et al., 2016; Malty et al., 2015), and some are linked to RDs

or other human diseases when altered. Mt are essentially home to the amphibolic tricarboxylic acid cycle

that generates ATP by means of five membrane-associated mt protein complexes, termed complex I–V.

Complexes I–IV are assembled from 79 to 81 protein subunits, with alterations in these subunits often asso-

ciated with RDs. For example, mutations in MT-ND1 associate with Leber hereditary optic neuropathy as

well as mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) (Blakely

et al., 2005), whereas mutations in the mtDNA encoding subunit COXI-III (Schon et al., 2012) and in

some of the nuclear DNA encoded subunits such as COX7B (Indrieri et al., 2012), COX6B1 (Massa et al.,

2008), NDUFA4 (Pitceathly et al., 2013), COX6A1 (Tamiya et al., 2014), COX8A (Hallmann et al., 2016),

and NDUFAF8 (Floyd et al., 2016) are associated with respiratory chain complex (RCC) deficiency. Similarly,

alterations in SACSIN, a 4,579-aa mt protein of unknown function, is linked to autosomal recessive spastic
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ataxia of Charlevoix-Saguenay (ARSACS) (Engert et al., 2000). These representative RD examples demon-

strate that mt dysfunction is connected to RD onset and progression, which is a common theme found in

many other RDs.

Owing to the scarcity of RD patient samples, it becomes of considerable value to develop cutting-edge

proteomic and interactomic platforms to analyze these handful of rare samples to the fullest possible

extent and identify RD biomarkers for subsequent diagnostic developments and therapeutic interventions.

Our timely review discusses these points, by predominantly focusing on the strides accomplished in the

areas of proteomics and interactomics and how they offer promise in RD research. Here, we will focus

on systems perspective into altered mt proteome and connectome, their linkage to RDs, as well as explain-

ing how untargeted and targeted proteomics can improve our understanding of mt connectivity to RDs.

We also dedicate a section to discuss low abundance and transient PPI detection tools with promise in

RD research and another section on genotype-phenotype matchmaking tools. We will conclude with

how the aforesaid approaches are shaping a new horizon in the era of RD precision medicine.

A SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE OF MT PROTEINS IN RDS

Controversies exist on the exact number of mt proteins owing to the vague consensus regarding the best

mt enrichment methodologies, reproducibility concerns, and varied resolution ranges of protein detection

methods used to generate data. This prompted the creation of open access inventories of mt proteins that

garner information from published research, with notable discrepancies due to the aforementioned rea-

sons. On the upside, commonalities between various databases are beneficial for follow-up analysis of

mt proteins associated with a particular disease of interest, based on the confidence stemming from

different database consensuses.

To shed light on database overlaps and discrepancies, we have recently surveyed (Zilocchi et al., 2020) five

established databases (Figure 1A and Table S1) and extracted their mt protein inventory, including Mito-

Carta2.0 (Calvo et al., 2016), IntegratedMitochondrial Protein Index (IMPI) (Smith and Robinson, 2019), Uni-

Prot (UniProt, 2019), Gene Ontology (GO) (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019), and COMPARTMENTS

(Binder et al., 2014). Although databases such as IMPI and COMPARTMENTS share 1,197 mt proteins in

common, MitoCarta2.0 and UniProt only share 877 mt proteins, with 647 proteins shared between all

five databases (Figure 1A). These discrepancies reveal the need for advanced proteomic and interactomic

data refinement tools and algorithms to filter out fuzziness that hinders human disease research progress.

Aside from that and despite being relatively simple to understand as a standalone organelle, mt impair-

ment can lead to numerous RDs affecting many body organs, including the brain, muscles, liver, and others

(Wallace and Fan, 2009). Examples include the Rett syndrome, Leigh syndrome, Leber hereditary optic neu-

ropathy, Kearns-Sayre syndrome, RCC deficiency, MELAS, as well as ARSACS, a rare neurodegenerative

disorder, in addition to thousands of Mendelian disorders without given names, yet identified based on

preliminary driver mutations.

Mt also play a role in rare forms of otherwise common neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative diseases,

including early-onset bipolar disorder, juvenile Parkinson’s disease (PD), and familial Alzheimer’s disease

(AD). Such overarching involvement of mt dysfunction in numerous diseases suggests the presence of over-

lapping symptoms that pose roadblocks in the identification of disease-specific pathologies. For example,

and to shed light on how altered mt proteins contribute to the onset and/or progression of RDs and which

drivers overlap with more prevalent human diseases such as bipolar disorder (BD), we searched the

DisGeNET inventory (Pinero et al., 2017), the largest collection of gene-disease association database,

and extracted all genes that associate with RCC deficiency, MELAS, and ARSACS, as three representative

RDs, as well as the more prevalent BD to highlight common and distinct players between rare and more

common human diseases.

We next overlaid the harnessed outputs with mt proteins found in MitoCarta2.0, UniProt, IMPI GO, and

COMPARTMENTS. This revealed 114 unique mt proteins associated with all four diseases (93 mt proteins

associated with BD, 12 with MELAS, 8 with RCC deficiency, and 1 with ARSACS; Figure 1Bi and Table S2), 2

of which (SOD2, POLG) were found to be common players in more than one of these RDs (Figure 1Bii). The

antioxidant enzyme superoxide dismutase 2, SOD2, was found to associate with BD, RCC deficiency, and

MELAS and not with ARSACS, whereas the DNApolymerase g catalytic subunit (POLG) associates with RCC

deficiency and BD (Table S2). These common players explain the potential for shared symptoms between
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different RDs. In contrast, the Venn diagram (Figure 1Bii) displays what appears to be 11 unique mt players

in MELAS and 6 in RCC deficiency. However, this is largely biased owing to the lack of sufficient information

pertaining to other RDs in public repositories, which can be profoundly updated whenmore information on

RDs become readily available, thereby switching many of the putatively unique players into the common

category. These representative data highlight the need to develop more innovative proteomic approaches

to analyze other RD drivers and also identify RD-specific biomarkers, as well as advanced interactomic tools

that reveal altered mtPPIs or pathways associated with each RD for more robust therapeutic interventions,

which both remain a far reach in RDs and even in more prevalent ailments such as BD.

A HUMAN MT PROTEIN CONNECTOME PERSPECTIVE IN RDS

To gain more insights into PPIs involving the aforementioned mt proteins, physical associations between

these mt proteins were queried against the BioGRID (Biological General Repository for Interaction Data-

sets) database to determine PPIs, which may provide insights into potential molecular attributes

converging on more than one of these diseases. A variety of techniques such as biochemical fractionation

A D
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Figure 1. MtPPI association with ARSACS, RCC deficiency, MELAS, and BD

(A) Common and specific mt proteins between public databases.

(B) Number of mt proteins associated with ARSACS, RCC deficiency, MELAS, and BD in the DisGeNET database (i). Overlap of the disease-related mt

proteins is shown as a Venn (ii).

(C) Number of mtPPIs identified per methods used to detect PPIs.

(D) Network indicating shared or unique mtPPIs among the disease-related mt proteins.

(E) Enrichment of GO biological processes of proteins identified in the mtPPI network.
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combined withmass spectrometry (BF-MS), affinity capture-MS/Western/RNA, two-hybrid, proximity label-

ing-MS, co-localization, co-purification, and co-crystallization (Figure 1C) were used to determine 2,700 re-

ported PPIs to date (Figures 1C and 1D, Table S3). For example, SOD2 interacts with 42 other mt proteins.

SOD2 plays a critical role in detoxifying superoxide, a by-product of the electron transport chain, by

converting it into peroxide, thereby scavenging reactive oxygen species (ROS) and preventing cell death.

Interaction partners of SOD2 include the mt aldehyde dehydrogenase protein, ALDH2, an oxidative stress

protector, and superoxide dismutase 1, SOD1, which maintains fitness and downregulates apoptosis,

among others (Figure 1D). This suggests that impaired housekeeping of ROS may be linked to RCC and

MELAS. In accord with these data, it was found that antioxidant treatments alleviate MELASmanifestations

(Pek et al., 2019). Furthermore, SOD2 interaction with the amyloid precursor protein (APP; Figure 1D) was

found to be connected to mt-controlled ROS and APP processing, an otherwise altered phenomenon in

brain diseases mediated by RCC deficiency (Area-Gomez et al., 2018; Wilkins and Swerdlow, 2017).

Thus, analyzing publicly available datasets can offer insights into common mt protein drivers in different

RDs. Also, POLG is linked to RCC deficiency and BD and interacts with 17 mt proteins (Figure 1D), suggest-

ing that POLG variants may impact mt fitness with likely role in other rare diseases, making it a less attractive

target for RD-specific biomarker discovery.

Similar analysis can be performed on the compiled dataset to analyze disease-specific RD PPIs, exploring

their linkage to mt dysfunction and designing downstream experimental validations for targeted therapeu-

tic development. Besides mt protein public inventories, RD-specific databases and domains are emerging,

such as Genetics and Rare Disorder Information Center (GARD), National Organization for Rare Disorders

(NORD), Orphanet, PatientsLikeMe, and Therapeutics for Rare andNeglected Disease (TRND) that serve as

data repositories, including clinical trial data, and also offer other advocacy and support services. Thus, the

ongoing update of these public domains is critical in filtering out false-positive disease PPIs of individual

portals, by querying database commonalities to minimize false positives. This is in addition to developing

advanced tools and disease models that reveal strong, weak, and transient PPIs, thereby expanding the

current datasets and offering better resolution of experimental data as discussed below.

Information on PPIs stored in public databases largely depend on the reliability of methods used to

generate or predict these data. Thus, RD PPI refinements hinge on using disease models that mirror the

polygenic risk factors and pathophysiological features of the disease under study. Classical diseasemodels

include cell lines such as SH-SY5Y used to study ARSACS in which the causative gene, SACS, is knocked

down, or knockout mouse models where SACS exons are replaced with inactivating cassettes (Girard

et al., 2012). Alternately, mice can be subjected to genotoxic treatments to induce the disease state.

Another in vitro front termed organ-on-chip is showing success in modeling metabolic coupling of endo-

thelial and neuronal cells (Maoz et al., 2018). These models may not fully recapitulate RD pathophysiology

and potentially yield fuzzy proteomics and/or interactomics data that hamper the efforts in pinpointing dis-

ease-specific PPI networks. Skin fibroblasts represent a promising alternative that offers the advantage of

being isolated from the patient and can be propagated for longer times without exhibiting genetic alter-

ations. One pitfall of using fibroblasts as disease models, especially in rare neurological diseases, stems

from their specialized roles in the cell that are not related to brain signaling. Thus, it is more vital to develop

suitable models of neurological diseases, such as differentiated neurons derived from induced pluripotent

stem cells (iPSCs) (Cavalli et al., 2020).

IPSCs offer the resilience of differentiation into numerous neural cell types, leading to better purity, tissue

specificity, and closer imitation of the brain biology. Analysis of mtPPI defects and interactome alterations

derived from iPSC neurons enables the study of synaptic cleft maturation, mt energetics and dynamics, as

well as bidirectional trafficking in a brain-like disease model. One drawback of linear iPSCs is their lack of

three-dimensional (3D) neuronal complexity that requires the presence of other cell types, such as glia, to

create the complex and mosaic nature of the human brain tissue. This led to the development of 3D brain

organoids as better disease models that offer more inclusive features of the human brain (Huch and Koo,

2015). Nevertheless, proper selection of the disease model is key to fine-tune precision proteomic and in-

teractomic outputs, for subsequent translational research.

To gain more information on the functional categories in which mtPPIs belong, a protein classification

and GO annotation analysis was performed (Figure 1E and Table S4). For example, proteins in the

mtPPI network were enriched in many mt processes such as mt organization, including mt disassembly
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(13 proteins), mt morphogenesis (4 proteins), mt membrane organization (46 proteins), mt RCC assembly

(41 proteins), and mt genome maintenance (7 proteins). This is in addition to other processes such as lipid

oxidation (14 proteins), redox process (159 proteins), and electron transport chain (52 proteins). Next, we

focused on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with various mt proteins and how they

impact mtPPIs in connection with human disease. Owing to the scarcity of publicly deposited information

pertaining to SNPs associated with RDs, and as proof of the usefulness of this approach, SNP variants

belonging to BD were extracted from the DisGeNET database, along with their chromosomal location (Fig-

ure 2A). The consequences of those variants were summarized (Figure 2B), revealing 74% (423 of 574) are

missense variants, 23% (132 of 574) are synonymous variants, 2.1% (12 of 574) are frameshift variants, and

0.7% of the SNPs led to a stop codon. Four representative mt SNPs with MRPL33 (mt ribosomal protein),

PRSS35 (mt serine protease), POLG, and PC (mt pyruvate carboxylase) were mapped to our derived mtPPI

network (Figure 2C), followed by clustering, suggesting the integration of these four mt proteins within

small protein complex assemblies, such as the case with PC assembling a nine-membered protein complex

upon clustering. This approach can prioritize the study of how these partner proteins are altered in a spe-

cific disease of interest, such as BD, for better understanding of the biochemical attributes underlying

various disease phenotypes to catalyze faster therapeutic efforts.

UNTARGETED PROTEOMICS OF THE MT PROTEIN INTERACTOME IN RDS

These coarse PPI mappings through untargeted proteomics described below are suitable for early identifica-

tion of rare and other disease biomarkers and protein complex discoveries. Of note, untargeted proteomics

are tailored to analyze intricately mosaic samples such as miniaturized organoids and iPSC-differentiated

neurons from healthy subjects and patients. These include BF-MS, cross-linking coupled with MS (XL-MS),

MS-based aggregate contactome mapping, and label-free sequential window acquisition of all theoretical

fragment-ion spectra MS (SWATH-MS). Untargeted proteomic approaches can thus be beneficial for rapid

identification of potential RD biomarkers, with ensuing follow-ups by targeted methodologies.

A C

B

Figure 2. Bipolar disorder (BD) SNP variants

(A) BD SNP variants reported in the DisGeNET, within a window size of 1 Mb mapped to chromosomal localization in the

genome. Four representative mt protein-encoding SNPs (MRPL33, PRSS35, PC, POLG) are highlighted in red boxes.

(B) Prediction of BD SNPs on protein level.

(C) Mt-associated BD SNPs mapped to the mtPPI network. MRPL33 (1), PRSS35 (2), POLG (3), and PC (4) interactions were

clustered and illustrated.
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BF-MS to identify RD-specific Mt interactions

BF-MS has been instrumental in recent years to capture strong, weak, and transient PPIs frommt and other

biological samples that have passed quality control assessment for purity validation (Havugimana et al.,

2012; Moutaoufik et al., 2019; Pourhaghighi et al., 2020; Wan et al., 2015). Depending on the nature of

the experiment, patient fibroblasts, iPSCs, organoids or disease-specific tissues can be analyzed by BF-

MS. If mt dysfunction is the topic of concern such as in RCC deficiency, MELAS, ARSACS, and other RDs,

iPSCs are subjected to chemical cross-linking early in the BF-MS approach, such as using dithiobis (succi-

nimidyl propionate), a lipophilic chemical engineered to exhibit amine-reactive NHS ester at each end of

the spacer, while lacking charged groups, thus able to permeate biological membranes and capture PPIs

involving membrane as well as other soluble proteins (Figure 3A). This strategy yielded notable success

when versatile-affinity (VA)-tagged bait membrane proteins from HEK293 cells containing 3x-FLAG, 6x-

His, and StrepIII epitopes were subjected to pull-down attempts with or without cross-linking, followed

by MS detection that revealed that the presence of a cross-linker has favored the capturing of numerous

weak or transient mtPPIs (Malty et al., 2017), thereby validating the robustness and effectiveness of the

BF-MS approach in the presence of dithiobis as mild cross-linker, to minimize possible artifacts (Figure 3B).

A similar experimental setup can be performed on mt isolated from the neurons of patients with RD, fol-

lowed by capturing RD-specific cross-linked neuronal mtPPIs when compared with healthy controls.

Mt extracts are subjected to biochemical fractionation via two or more chromatographic techniques (e.g.,

multibed ion exchange, size-exclusion, isoelectric focusing, sucrose density gradient centrifugation),

A

B C

Figure 3. Disease-specific MtPPIs by BF-MS and aggregate contactome mapping

(A) BF-MS in the identification of disease-specific mtPPIs.

(B) Weak and transient mtPPIs captured in the presence of a cross-linker and detected by MS.

(C) Insoluble aggregates are extracted from organismmodels or cell lines before processing by MS to identify PPIs. Protein-protein docking between SRSF6

(cyan), Tau (green), and APP (magenta) is illustrated.
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followed by multiplexing and MS analysis. MS-spectra of co-eluting proteins can next be searched against

human reference sequences such as X!Tandem, Comet, and MS-GF+ engines to increase the chance of

identifying the co-eluting proteins and subsequently plotting PPI maps for patient samples versus healthy

control counterparts for comparisons. BF-MS has been recently used to study how PPIs are rewired during

neuronal differentiation from stem cells (Moutaoufik et al., 2019). This powerful platform can spot gain-of-

function RD-specific PPIs as potential disease biomarkers, which can be targeted by small molecular inhib-

itors or peptide therapeutics that disrupt pathological PPI interfaces. This is particularly relevant when gain-

of-function PPI interfaces can be tracked using 3D reference coordinates for docking attempts to interrupt

dimer interfaces, especially upon the discovery that disease alleles with mutations can be reflected in PPI

dimer interfaces (Sahni et al., 2015). Of note, some PPIs remain existent in both healthy and patient disease

maps, yet the composition and stoichiometry of these PPIs may deviate from the norm. These unusual pat-

terns mediated by mutation-driven variants may also be of therapeutic value but require supplementary

methodologies such as fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy, absolute quantification, and multiple reac-

tion monitoring to validate their disease specificity for robust therapeutic interventions. Thus, BF-MS is an

attractive interactome approach that scans system-wide PPIs to identify alterations from the norm that can

be shortlisted for targeted validations, with implications in mt connectivity to RDs.

XL-MS to detect RD-related Mt protein with inter/intra-XL peptides

Despite the initial intent in using chemical cross-linking combined with MS (XL-MS) for the painstaking detec-

tion andquantification of PPIs in various biological specimens, XL-MS has rapidly expanded into other exciting

territories, such as deducingmedium-resolution protein structures, macromolecular complex topologies, and

conformational state quantifications (Liu et al., 2015; O’Reilly and Rappsilber, 2018). Interacting proteins in

close proximity are covalently bonded by a chemical cross-linker that links surface residues of the interacting

protein partners, thereby probing for surface-exposed domains, which indirectly identifies hydrophobic pro-

tein patches within a macromolecular complex. By examining distance restraints upon considering the most

extended conformation of the cross-linker in comparisonwith various cross-linked residues, protein conforma-

tional states and complex topologies can be robustly resolved (O’Reilly and Rappsilber, 2018). This area is also

rapidly building upon using classical lysine-lysine into the development of aromatic glyoxal cross-linkers to

covalently link arginine, thereby capturing interactions that are lysine deficient (Jones et al., 2019). Also,

cross-linking-integrated workflows that couple MS-cleavable cross-linkers and dual fragmentation strategy

(i.e., sequential collision-induced dissociation and electron transfer dissociation) to identify cross-links against

full proteome databases are being consistently developed and refined (Liu et al., 2017).

The role of XL-MS in unveiling the scope of mt linkage to RDs is gaining attention owing to the involvement

of mt dysfunction in brain and heart and aging complications. XL-MS was applied to identify 2,427 cross-

linked peptide pairs linking 459 mt proteins, and RCC proteins were found to engage in a network of inter-

complex interactions that mediate ATP synthesis, thus validating the higher-order mt respirasome assem-

bly hypothesis, which results from the interaction between individually intact RCCs (Schweppe et al., 2017).

Qualitative and quantitative identification of inter and intra cross-linked lysine residues, along with Ca-Ca

distance considerations, has enabled XL-MS to deduce RCC complex topologies and offer structural in-

sights that are validated by existing cryo-EM and crystallographic data (Schweppe et al., 2017). For

instance, several homo-multimeric cross-links in the respiratory chain complex III were detected and align

with established structural data pertaining to their role in ATP synthesis (Schweppe et al., 2017). Further-

more, lysine cross-link mapping of complex V associations has robustly identified interaction sites and

the stoichiometry of complex V rotor, stator, and ATPA/B constituents, along with explaining their struc-

tural orientation within a functional context.

XL-MS thus complements structural approaches to understand mt protein complex interactions and topol-

ogies with implications in RDs, which can benefit the area of mt drug discovery. Restoring mt fitness and

consequently reversing disease manifestations is becoming a viable route owing to recent advancements

in which XL-MS has been seminally deployed. The synthetic tetrapeptide, elamipretide (SS-31), was found

to improve mt fitness, and hence dubbed the term ‘‘mt therapy’’ (Chavez et al., 2020). XL-MS has unlocked

the biochemical attributes behind phenotypic improvement in mt function mediated by SS-31, upon map-

ping the network of SS-31 mt interacting partners, which were found to fall into two categories: oxidative

phosphorylation proteins that mediate ATP production and a second group involved in 2-oxoglutarate

metabolism. Protein interactors with SS-31 from both groups are common binders of the mt cardiolipin,

an inner mt membrane (IMM) lipid that constitutes ~20% of the total IMM lipid content. This confirms
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SS-31 specificity for IMM and maps the interacting partners coordinating mt fitness improvement by SS-31

therapy. The working model of how SS-31 improves mt function suggests that it engages in mtPPIs that

induce tighter cristae curvatures in a manner that stabilizes the IMM to optimize respirasome assembly

and function. This feat in advancing mt therapy can be applied to mt dysfunction studies in RD research,

in which XL-MS in the presence of SS-31 from patient samples can reveal disease-specific SS-31-linked

PPIs that are gained or lost, thereby linking disease manifestations to underlying biochemical defects,

which can refine the design of more targeted mt peptide therapeutics for RD treatments.

MS-based aggregate contactome mapping of Mt proteins in RDs

Contactomemapping is an emerging untargeted proteomics approach in neurodegenerative disease (ND)

research, with clear potential in probing mt protein interactions in RDs for biomarker discovery and subse-

quent therapeutic intervention. This concept relies on the observation that ‘‘seed’’ proteins are often

observed in ND protein aggregates, and although aggregate compositions in any ND may vary from

one patient to another, it appears that seed constituents of these aggregates are non-random. For

example, Ab42 and tau are persistently found in AD aggregates as an AD pathological hallmark. This sug-

gests that seed constituents likely coordinate common and may also mediate preferential PPIs within

aggregate interfaces in different patients, which can be traced to discover individual-specific biomarkers

for blockage using aggregate dispersal therapies (Balasubramaniam et al., 2019). Anti-aggregate thera-

peutics aim to diffuse these pathological ‘‘protein lumps’’ in AD and other neurological diseases.

Aggregate contactome mapping can be achieved through the so-called ‘‘click-chemistry’’ concept that in-

volves a chemical cross-linker to stabilize physiological interactions within the aggregate vicinity (Figure 2),

and subsequent MS-detection to reveal aggregate hubs, while additionally identifying the scope of hub-

hub PPIs within the aggregate contactome. Briefly, the aggregate contactome starts with collecting protein

aggregates by low-speed centrifugation from cell line disease models, such as the human neuroblastoma

SH-SY5Y cell line expressing the Swedish familial-ADmutant of APP, and aggregate incubation in the pres-

ence of a non-denaturing detergent to solubilize aggregate protein interacting partners. This is followed by

chemical cross-linking, tryptic digest, and LC-MS/MS analysis to detect cross-linked peptide spectra. This

method has successfully revealed 506 contactome protein hubs that are involved in >7,000 interactions,

with ~6,000 interactions deemed specific to the disease cell linemodel as opposed to the non-mutant coun-

terpart (Balasubramaniam et al., 2019), which highlights the complexity in protein aggregate compositions

in AD. For illustration, we usedmolecular docking to predict the interaction interface between the reported

interacting proteins SRSF6, Tau, and APP for the subsequent development of aggregate dispersal drugs

(Figure 3C). Experimentally, gene knockdowns in select PPIs that are abundant within or critical for contac-

tome maturation can be constructed, followed by measuring aggregate dispersal patterns for therapeutic

intervention using aggregate dispersal drugs that target select PPIs mediating aggregate formation.

Aggregate contactome mapping for subsequent dispersal using anti-aggregate therapeutics can be

applied for RDs known to form protein aggregates as pathological disease hallmarks, such as the case

with lysosomal storage disease (LSD). LSD is caused by an inborn error of metabolism that leads to

abnormal material storage in body cells, and this inherited disorder remains without definitive cure.

Thus, analysis of contactome interfaces within aggregates that may trigger LSD can significantly improve

the understanding of this RD and enhance the identification of novel LSD biomarkers and anti-dispersal

drug designs (Monaco and Fraldi, 2020). Similarly, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a mt dysfunction-

driven RD that impacts the life of one in every 100,000 people in the United States, is accompanied by

the aggregation of ubiquitinated proteins in motor neurons (Gill et al., 2019). ALS remains among the

poorly managed RDs, and contactome mapping of mt protein aggregates isolated from ALS patient sam-

ples or disease models mimicking ALS can reveal seed hub interactions that can be targeted by aggregate

dispersal drugs. This approach can also be applied to an arsenal of other RDs such as cerebral cavernous

malformation, leptomeningeal amyloidosis, inflammatory myopathies, and myotonic dystrophy syn-

dromes, which commonly manifest in protein aggregate formation as pathological hallmarks, revealing

the potential for aggregate dispersal studies and interface contactome mapping in opening new avenues

of biomarker discovery and anti-aggregate therapeutic discovery for select RDs.

Label-free SWATH-MS to uncover Mt biomarkers for RDs

SWATH-MS has achieved important strides in RD proteomics. Data independent acquisition (DIA) via

SWATH introduces an interesting concept that considers all possible theoretical fragment ion spectra as
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a starting point and reversibly concludes parent ions. In SWATH-MS, label-free protein samples are di-

gested with trypsin, and the collection of digested peptides is subsequently analyzed in a DIAmode, where

all ionized peptides within a certain mass range are fragmented using overlapping windows of ~25 m/z

each (Gillet et al., 2012; Ludwig et al., 2018), thus enabling re-interrogation of data upon improving detec-

tion capabilities that expands the list of identified proteins in various clinical samples. This is unlike the case

with information-dependent acquisition, where low protein abundance data are lost permanently.

SWATH-MS style of re-examining co-fragmentation patterns of the co-eluting peptides creates a digital

biobank for each sample and offers orders of magnitude increase in large-scale quantitative proteomics

with great precision, while addressing data reproducibility concerns. This qualifies SWATH-MS as a

high-throughput quantitative proteomics tool that can be of particular value in biomarker discovery for

RDs (Luo et al., 2017). In fact, almost half of SWATH-MS applications were applied to the area of clinical

proteomics and biomarker discovery research (Narasimhan et al., 2019). Unlike classical selected or multi-

ple reaction monitoring approaches, SWATH-MS is more useful in RD biomarker discovery attempts such

as the case with nasopharyngeal carcinoma, where carbonic anhydrase 2 was identified as a reliable

biomarker for this rare cancer type (Luo et al., 2017). Similarly and owing to the advantageous edge of

SWATH-MS over classical tools in its ability to analyze differential proteomes among diverse cohorts, it

was successfully applied for analyzing system proteomes of liver mt (Williams et al., 2016), with potential

implications in RDs in which mt dysfunction connectivity to rare liver diseases is relevant, such as the

case with a-1 antitrypsin deficiency (Teckman et al., 2004). On the brain disease front, SWATH-MS offers

promise in studyingmt energetics and their linkage to RDs. For instance, and using SWATH-MS, differential

expression of the presynaptic mt proteome at various developmental stages of neuronal synapses has

been achieved as a proof of concept (Stauch et al., 2019), tendering great value in RDs in which neuromus-

cular synapses are altered in connection tomt dysfunction, such as the case in ALS, ARSACS, and other RDs

where altered neuronal mt accelerate disease manifestations.

In addition, secretome profiling in rare cancer types, such as pancreatic cancer, can be achieved by

SWATH-MS, which was applied for differential secretome mapping between two variants of the TP53

transcriptional regulator to fine-tune variant-specific biomarker discovery outputs (Butera et al., 2020).

Another important yet significantly understudied area of clinical research is metabolomics and their link-

age to human disease. A comparative profiling study of both human serum and plasma using SWATH-

MS showed subtle variations in proteomic profiles between these samples but revealed significant me-

tabolomic differences, which sheds light on how sample handling and storage can impact blood metab-

olome profiles, thereby questioning the reliability of putative disease biomarkers (Nambu et al., 2020).

More recently, patient saliva is becoming one of the most attractive body fluids to collect and analyze

as patient-convenient and a non-invasive approach in disease diagnostics. However, the quality of sam-

ple preparation can drastically impact positive testing outcomes, and SWATH-MS is being gradually

applied as the label-free method of choice to assess saliva sample preparation quality (Zhang et al.,

2020).

Although SWATH-MS offers promise in numerous clinical research and drug discovery applications, intra-

laboratory data precision, sensitivity, selectivity, and reproducibility can also be achieved by SWATH-MS,

which was recently performed on 11 different laboratory sites worldwide and consistently quantified >4,000

high-quality proteins in HEK293 cells, revealing the potential of SWATH-MS as a method of choice for

reproducible quantitative proteomics across various research groups (Collins et al., 2017). Owing to its

considerable selectivity and sensitivity, SWATH-MS stands as a powerful frontline tool in studying mt en-

ergetics and their linkage to RDs such as ARSACS and ALS as explained in the previous sections by having

a precision edge when compared with shotgun proteomics.

TARGETED PROTEOMICS IN MT PROTEINS OR INTERACTOME IN RDS

Targeted proteomics are suitable to zoom in on a subcellular or suborganellar scale. This is exemplified by

peroxidase-mediated covalent tagging of proximal endogenous proteins in the neuronal synaptic cleft or

proximity labeling to spatially resolve neuronal mt protein interaction maps at pre-and post-synaptic

termini in patients with RD versus healthy counterparts. In fact, it is beneficial to map mt interactome alter-

ations in RDs in which neuronal activity is perturbed at terminal synapses, such as in Huntington’s disease.

A collection of targeted proteomics approaches and their benefit in mt research in connection with RDs are

discussed below.
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Triple-SILAC genealogical proteomics to unveil RD mechanisms

One obstacle that impedes the understanding of rare neurological diseases is the lack of knowledge on

how genetic defects are linked to observable disease phenotypes. Classically, MS-based methods are pur-

sued to map proteome changes in patient cell types, but without knowing the scope of how the underlying

genetic alterations are responsible for patient-specific pathological protein levels. This can be overcome

by genome sequencing of patient versus healthy samples to reveal SNP existence in different loci. How-

ever, such an approach does not fully resolve the puzzle, since it is difficult to sort out which SNP(s) drive(s)

patient proteome alterations when compared with healthy subject maps, since many SNPs may exist in pa-

tient genomes and any or a combination of them may be responsible for the phenotype observed.

Genealogical proteomics contribute to resolving this roadblock by comparing patient proteome profiles

with consanguineous healthy subjects instead of non-relative healthy individuals as a reference point for

data filtration (Zlatic et al., 2018). This enhances refining disease-specific protein levels, since healthy

and patient subjects belonging to the same family line may share common disease-irrelevant SNPs and

also exhibit protein accumulation or deprivation commonalities that are not disease specific. This can mini-

mize false positives compared with non-relative healthy controls.

Genealogical proteomics were recently applied onMenkes disease, an X-linked rare monogenic childhood

ND caused by alterations in the copper transporter ATP7A, leading to an improper distribution of copper

exemplified by its accumulation in the kidneys and the intestine, while being deficiently supplied to the

brain cells. Within a family, patient fibroblast proteome profiles were compared with their healthy kin using

triple-SILAC (Figure 4A). Wild-type cells were supplemented with ‘‘light’’ unlabeled 12C- and 14N-arginine

and lysine amino acids, while ATP7A null cells were incubated with either ‘‘medium’’ 13C-arginine and
2H-lysine or ‘‘heavy’’ 13C- and 15N-tagged arginine and lysine-containing media for isotope amino acid in-

corporations (Zlatic et al., 2018). A total of 214 non-redundant proteins exhibited increased or decreased

production in patients versus healthy kin, including 15 mt proteins, along with enzymes that require ATP7A

for copper loading into the Golgi complex, and a collection of other copper metabolism enzymes. These

triple-SILAC derived 214 differentially abundant protein datasets were queried against the mouse pheno-

type KEGG pathway database to assess their linkage to phenotypic traits. Of interest, the proteome query

captured Menkes phenotypes such as abnormal skin tensile and altered liver morphology, which KEGG as-

sociates with Atp7amouse mutations, with no phenotypic overlaps when unrelated datasets were queried

against the database.

Triple-SILAC genealogical proteomics can be of particular value in RDs in which mt altered protein profiles

drive disease onset and/or progression. Since an altered mt proteome in patient samples may or may not

be directly linked to the RD under study, mt proteome signature heterogeneities between different patient

samples confine narrowing down which of the mt proteins (Table S1) are linked to the RD disease of inter-

est. Triple-SILAC genealogical proteomics can shortlist mt disease drivers by comparing mt proteome sig-

natures of RD patient versus healthy kin, whomay exhibit proteomic alterations that are unrelated to the RD

under study. Although genealogical proteomics uncover distinct proteome profiling in patient samples,

applying the same concept for interactome mapping within a pedigree can robustly filter out spurious

PPIs associated with family=unrelated healthy subjects from the comparative datasets.

Biotin proximity labeling to map mtPPIs or complexes in RDs

Originally implemented as a complementary approach to affinity purification for PPI detections, earlier de-

velopments of the BioID (proximity-dependent biotin identification) technology have conceptually resem-

bled yeast two-hybrid pairwise PPI analyses, by fusing the Escherichia coli biotin ligase (BirA) to the bait of

interest, while fusing the suspected partner to the biotin acceptor peptide (BAP). If the bait and prey

interact, BAP is brought in proximity with BirA, an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of inactive biotin

into an activated molecule termed biotenoyl-5-AMP (Li et al., 2019). Upon biotin activation, BirA retains the

active product, which can still label the BAP in close proximity (Figure 4A). Passing the biotin-labeled

acceptor over a streptavidin affinity matrix can capture fused prey proteins for MS analysis. Subsequent dis-

covery of the BirA variant (R118G; BirA*), which can no longer retain activated biotin, has advanced BioID

through the development of the so-called promiscuous proximity biotinylation.

In the updated version (Kim et al., 2014), BirA* remains fused to the bait of interest and inactive biotin can

be catalytically converted into a non-retained active form that in this case biotinylates interacting protein

partners within 10 nm of the bait vicinity. Properly conformed interacting partners with the bait can be
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labeled without peptide fusions, and this development also no longer investigates the interaction between

baits and one fusion protein at a time. The collection of biotinylated interaction partners is labeled, passed

over streptavidin, and then identified byMS. BioID has a higher tendency to capture transient PPIs and thus

is suitable for targeted proteomics. Furthermore, disease-linked proteins contain intrinsically disordered

regions (IDRs) that may undergo posttranslational modifications (PTMs), rendering unfolding and refolding

domain properties critical for understating human disease attributes related to IDR-containing proteins.

Targeted in vivo BioID was recently shown to effectively label >20,000 biotin sites in predicted IDRs of pro-

teins localized to several subcellular compartments, making BioID an important approach in studying RDs

A

B

Figure 4. Targeted proteomic and triple quantification approaches

(A) Illustration of label-based tandemmass tag (TMT) peptide labeling, combined with affinity purification (AP)-MS/BioID

(MAC-tag), biotin proximity labeling approaches (APEX, BioID, TurboID) and triple-SILAC genealogical proteomics for

interactome mapping.

(B) QUBIC-based triple quantification (abundance, stoichiometry, and specificity) interactome using SILAC and label-free

approaches. Proteins were affinity purified prior to MS analysis, followed by three-dimensional quantification. Proteome

quantification of both stoichiometry and specificity of bait proteins as well as abundance of their interactors is outlined.
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(Minde et al., 2020). X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency (X-SCID) is a rare immune disease,

affecting 1 in 100,000 males at birth. Mutations in the interleukin-2 receptor gamma chain (IL2RG) are

the major cause of the disease, but the scope of biochemical alterations coordinating disease pathophys-

iology remain poorly studied. Targeted BioID showed for the first time that IL2RG is involved in aberrant

interactions with the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi proteins that result in IL2RG mislocalization, which

contributes to progressive disease manifestations (Tuovinen et al., 2020). The BioID technology has also

been implemented in mt research, with notable potential in mt connectivity to RDs. A high-density

BioID-based humanmt proximity interaction network has been elucidated upon interrogating 100 different

mt baits representing various mt sub-compartments, which led to the identification of 528 mt proteins

engaged in thousands of high-confidence proximity interactions (Antonicka et al., 2020). This approach

is beneficial on two fronts: first, the characterization of mt proteins of unknown function, and second, map-

ping these mt interactions in RD patient samples to highlight loss- or gain-of-function interactions of ther-

apeutic value.

Conceptually similar to the BioID, APEX (ascorbic acid peroxidase) catalyzes the conversion of biotin-

phenol to the biotin-phenoxyl radical when hydrogen peroxide is supplied to mediate peroxidase-based

proximity labeling. BioID and APEX have both been more recently subjected to protein fragment

complementation analysis, termed split-BioID and split-APEX. It was discovered that BirA or APEX can

be split into N- and C-terminal fragments that are re-constituted by fusing each fragment to a protein

of interest (De Munter et al., 2017). If the two fusion proteins interact, they bring BirA or APEX fragments

to close proximity (Figure 4A), thereby resuming active biotinylation or peroxidation. This leads to label-

ing other partners interacting with the two fusion proteins within a proximal space, which has profoundly

advanced interactomics research for protein complexes that require conditional assembly, such as part-

ner-dependent macromolecular complex formation (Trinkle-Mulcahy, 2019). Recently, the mt nucleoid

has been attracting some focus, and a derivative of the APEX method, termed Twinkle-APEX2, was

applied to fuse target peroxidase to mt nucleoids in human fibroblasts. This led to enriching for mt

nucleoid proteins, nearly half of which have not been captured using classical APEX and/or immunopre-

cipitation studies (Han et al., 2017). TurboID is a more recent variant of BirA that was engineered to

create 14 birA mutations to increase biotin proximity labeling in 10 min as opposed to 24 h when

compared with BioID (Branon et al., 2018). The advantage of APEX over BioID or its TurboID derivative

is in the labeling time it requires. APEX labeling is complete in 1 or 2 min, as opposed to 24 h or 10 min in

BioID or TurboID, respectively. This improves the temporal resolution and sheds light on compartmental

PPI dynamics.

In addition, there is growing conviction that RDs are linked to alteredmicroRNA (miR) levels in various body

fluids and tissues. For instance, Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a lethal X-linked rare disorder

caused by mutations in dystrophin that encodes a cytoskeletal protein (Salvatore et al., 2011). Serum levels

of muscle-specific miRs are altered in DMD, and similar findings have been reported in ALS. When normal

mice become deficient in miR-206, they develop normal neuromuscular synapses, whereas ALS mice defi-

cient in the samemiR showed significant disease acceleration (Salvatore et al., 2011). However, the scope of

protein complexes regulating miR expression in RDs remains elusive. Split-BioID was recently used to

probe protein complexes that regulate miR-mediated translation repression, which mapped protein

complexes spatiotemporally mediating this process in native cellular environments (Schopp et al., 2017),

offering a promising tool in biomarker discovery for RDs.

Combined affinity purification-MS and BioID for interactome mapping in RDs

Although affinity purification (AP)-MS and BioID coupled with MS (Figure 4A) can both capture physiolog-

ically relevant protein-specific interactomes, BioID or APEX may be better suited to capture weak or tran-

sient PPIs owing to rapid untagged labeling of prey protein partners. Recently, combining both AP-MS and

BioID has been attempted with notable modifications (Liu et al., 2018). AP-MS relies on fusing the protein of

interest to an epitope tag followed by capturing the endogenous bait with an affinity matrix specific to the

fusion tag (e.g., GFP, HA, 6x-His, Strep, MYC, or FLAG). Affinity-purified baits are processed by MS to iden-

tify interacting partners, which has been successful in high-throughput and targeted studies. Although

BioID is becoming more competitive in capturing weak interactions, a recent Gateway-compatible MAC

(Multiple Approaches Combined) tag has enabled the usage of both techniques via a single construct.

The ORF of interest is cloned on Strep- and HA-encoded vector as a double fusion tag, where the vector

also encodes the R118G BirA variant (BirA*).
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Isogenic cell lines propagating the vector are divided into three groups; the first is supplied with biotin for

catalytic conversion into active biotin, thereby labeling PPI partners in close proximity for subsequent MS

analysis. The second batch is subjected to classical AP-MS upon direct purification of the Strep-tagged pro-

tein, and the third batch is visualized by fluorescence microscopy using Alexa Fluor 488-labeled anti-HA

immunostaining for protein localization determination. Of interest, biotinylated partners can also be visu-

alized using Alexa Fluor 594 streptavidin, and when combined with Alexa Fluor 488-labeled anti-HA, co-

localization experiments can be performed. The HA epitope can also be used for chromatin immunopre-

cipitation (ChIP)-seq applications and validation of the cross-linked interacting partners by XL-MS, making

the MAC-tag strategy as versatile as the Swiss Army knife (Liu et al., 2018). To benchmark the utility of

the MAC-tag concept, it has been validated for 18 bona fide subcellular and 3 sub-organelle markers

including mt, endoplasmic reticulum, and peroxisome with proper localization outcomes, making it a

powerful tool for consideration when studying compartment-specific RD interactome profiling.

Tandem Mass Tag peptide labeling of spatial proteome in RDs

Dynamic proteome analysis of localization and translocation events in tissue-specific cell types can be a

daunting process that requires comparative quantification, while minimizing artifacts. Label-free quantifi-

cation (LFQ) and tandem mass tag (TMT) multiplexing workflows have been attempted to uncover the

spatial proteome of mice primary neurons. Spatial proteome is an emerging proteomics area that attempts

to map the localization of all cellular proteins in a systems-wide panoramic context (Christoforou et al.,

2016; Rhee et al., 2013). This principle starts with the biochemical separation of the organelle of interest,

followed by quantifying protein distributions in various sub-fractions. When those quantifications are

compared with known marker proteins, subcellular localization assignment of unknown others becomes

feasible.

Earlier attempts relied on the differential centrifugation of cell lysates into six different fractions, while mix-

ing each fraction with a SILAC heavy ‘‘reference’’ membrane fraction, followed by MS analysis of heavy to

light ratios to yield abundance profiles across different gradients (Itzhak et al., 2016). In the LFQ updated

workflow version, the heavy labeled reference step was removed and abundance profiles were compared

with a reference computational algorithm (Itzhak et al., 2017). Acute neurons were isolated in replicates

frommice and subjected to the LFQ workflow upon differential centrifugation, followed by comparing pro-

tein abundances to the reference machine learning-based algorithm to localize various proteins into 12

clusters pertaining to different organelles and neuronal compartments such as the cytosol, mt, membrane,

and nuclear proteins. Quantification can also be performed by chemical labeling upon digesting fraction-

ated proteins with trypsin, followed by conjugation with a TMT reagent (Figure 3). Although each tag has an

identical mass, proteolytic fragmentation essentially yields reporter ions with different masses that can be

used to quantify parent peptides.

Recently, 6- and 10-plex TMT (Figure 4A) have enabled MS analysis of several fractions in a single MS run

(Nusinow et al., 2020; Pourhaghighi et al., 2020). Exploring both label-free and label-based TMT ap-

proaches shows that both are reliable and consistent in annotating cell proteomes to relevant compart-

ments, with TMT labeling providing comparable outputs in capturing select protein translocations. The

advantage of TMT is multiplexing, which enables comparative analyses even of triplicate samples in less

than 9 h of MS time. TMT isobaric labeling was used to identify key proteome commonalities that drive

AD and PD in postmortem brain tissues (Ping et al., 2018), with similar experimental setups being feasible

in RD research.

Binary protein interactome mapping with implications in Mt connectivity to RDs

Binary protein interaction experimental platforms have grown considerably in recent years, with exception-

ally well-designed methodological approaches (Stelzl et al., 2005; Venkatesan et al., 2009; Woodsmith

et al., 2017). Owing to space constraints, we will discuss representative examples, along with their potential

implications in RD research. Among these methods, the Mammalian Membrane Two-hybrid (MaMTH) of-

fers interesting applicability in understanding the scope of RD connectivity to mt alterations. TheMaMTH is

based on fusing a membrane protein of interest to the C-terminus of ubiquitin (Cub) along with a spacer

and an artificial transcription factor (TF), while the prey of interest is fused to the N terminus of ubiquitin

(Nub). Interaction between bait and prey excises the TF, which in turn activates a reporter system that

can be recorded. Pairwise interaction analyses between mt and RD proteins of interest can annotate mt

proteins associated with RDs and not with healthy subjects (Petschnigg et al., 2014).
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Another modification to this two-hybrid approach is termed Barcode Fusion Genetics-Yeast Two-Hybrid

(BFG-Y2H), in which protein matrix pairs are screened in a single multiplexed strain. In this method,

DNA barcodes are fused using Cre recombination, yielding chimeric protein-pair barcodes for next gen-

eration sequencing, which has demonstrated significant improvement in capturing protein interactions

(Yachie et al., 2016). This two hybrid-based approach is easily scalable in a high-throughput format, which

is also a common theme in Y2H-based methodologies (Yachie et al., 2016). For example, Y2H was success-

fully implemented in a high-throughput manner, along with orthogonal validations, to identify ~14,000 PPIs

involving 4,000 human proteins. Interactome coverage was further increased by expanding the ORFeome

collection to encompass ~90% of the protein-coding genome, thereby quadrupling the PPI maps to un-

cover interactions associated with many cellular processes (Luck et al., 2020). Depending on the choice

of baits, the same process can be applied to study mtPPIs in RDs that are either gained or lost, when

compared with healthy counterparts.

LOW ABUNDANCE AND TRANSIENT MT PPI DETECTION METHODS FOR RDS

This two-edged obstacle is subjected to ongoing investigations, not only to refine methodologies for

capturing low-abundance proteins and transient mtPPIs but also to link abundance thresholds to pathway

functions in healthy and/or diseased cell populations, with potential implications in altered mt proteomes

in connection to RDs.

QUBIC-based triple interactome in three quantitative dimensions

Quantitative bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-green fluorescent protein (GFP) interactomics (QUBIC)

has been attempted for human interactome mapping that captures low-abundance and transient PPIs with

great efficiency (Hein et al., 2015). Two factors play a critical role in interactome mapping: strength of in-

teractions and the abundance of interacting proteins, both of which can impact the output based on the

mapping method used. Thus, interaction networks are the collective result of binary affinities and cellular

distributions of all proteins. QUBIC has been implemented to offer three quantitative interactome dimen-

sions: detecting specific interactions via local co-enrichment profiles, interaction stoichiometries, and

cellular abundance of the interacting proteins (Figure 4B), which can uncover weak interactions in orders

of magnitude when compared with established methods. The QUBIC approach led to the discovery that

the human interactome is dominated by weak and transient PPIs (Hein et al., 2015), which can be suitable

to study dynamic changes in organelles such as the mt.

BACs are large bacterial chromosomes ranging from 150 to 300 kb that can accommodate large mamma-

lian genes, along with their regulatory elements (Poser et al., 2008). BACs are engineered to clone

mammalian genes of interest, along with their cognate promoter, intron-exon make up and regulatory

elements, while tagging the protein product with GFP. BACs propagate independently of the E. coli

chromosome; thus they can be purified and transfected into HeLa cells and the GFP tag is used for

dual purpose: imaging and AP/immunoprecipitation (IP) followed by MS. A total of 1,125 mice orthologs

of the human counterparts were cloned on BACs as N- or C-terminal GFP-tagged baits and expressed

as transgenic fusions in HeLa cells to map human interactomes spanning all protein classes. Mice

orthologs were chosen as alternative surrogates owing to their ability to resist RNA interference. Specific

interactors with baits were identified via LFQ using computational algorithms, as previously explained,

that use co-enrichment profiles as guide for suggestive interactions. This local co-enrichment as a

first dimension led to identifying >5,000 proteins involved an upward of 30,000 statistically significant

interactions.

In the second and third dimensions, IP baits along with their interaction partners were quantified to

determine equimolar similarities or discrepancies that can shed light on protein complex stoichiometries

(Hein et al., 2015). Although tagging the protein of interest at certain terminus may reveal stoichiometry

disparities when compared with fusion and purification from the other terminus, the LFQ approach

applied for stoichiometry estimations has analyzed IP profiles when baits are N- or C-terminally

tagged, as well as overlaying stoichiometry outputs with those obtained from cloning the human coun-

terpart of the mouse ortholog. Another gap covered by a third dimension was linking complex stoichi-

ometries to cellular protein abundances via whole proteome quantification using the proteome ruler

concept (Wisniewski et al., 2014). This novel approach has reliably quantified the human interactome

in three quantitative dimensions that include label-free quantification of both IPs and complete

proteomes.
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Of importance, stable or core complexes were found to exhibit consistent stoichiometries among exper-

imental replicates, whether baits are N- or C-terminally tagged. This is unlike transient complexes or sat-

ellite components such as regulatory proteins associated with core complexes that do not represent the

machinery core, which tend to exhibit stoichiometry discrepancies. Thus, reciprocal verifications should

reflect core interactomes, whereas the lack of suggests non-core complex proteins associations. This

tool offers a new dimension by analyzing less-stable RD mt protein complexes of otherwise stable com-

plexes in healthy counterparts, which could be of particular relevance in biomarker discovery as defined

in this case by stoichiometric changes in mt protein complexes. Although this approach sheds light on

the fact that the vast majority of human protein interactions are weak associations, it still does not offer suf-

ficient solutions on developing workflows that more robustly capture transient PPIs beyond the trial-and-

error endeavor, as evidenced by the lack of reciprocity when different ends are tagged or orthologs are

tried, posing an ongoing bottleneck in interactomics research.

Imaging-MS and proximity ligation imaging cytometry

Monitoring PPIs and PTMs in rare cell types such as stem and rare immune cells remains largely unad-

dressed to date. A newly developed approach termed proximity ligation imaging cytometry (PLIC) offers

promise to advance rare cell proteomics. This method has been demonstrated through a proof of

concept in medullary thymic epithelial cells (meTECs), which are rare immune cell types amounting to

less than 0.1% of thymus cells. Single cell suspensions of thymi were prepared from fat-free surgically

removed thymi from 5-week-old mice, followed by enzymatic and mechanical treatment to create a sus-

pension of single cells for PLIC analysis. PLIC essentially combines nucleotide-based proximity ligation

assay (PLA) with imaging flow cytometry (IFC). It conceptually relies on targeting the protein of interest

with an oligonucleotide-conjugated antibody. If another protein is targeted with a second oligonucleo-

tide-conjugated antibody and both proteins interact, the two oligonucleotides get into proximity,

prompting the ligation of additional connector DNA strands and yielding a circular DNA, the

product of which can be detected by fluorescence microscopy (Avin et al., 2017; Soderberg et al.,

2006). An updated version of this methodology has recently enabled multiparametric fluorescent

proteomic analysis of single cells in suspension by coupling PLA with IFC, which led to the morphological

examination and proteomic quantitation of thousands of events in rare cell types with great precision

(Avin et al., 2017).

As proof of assay sensitivity, fluorescent signals were detected upon an interaction between autoimmune

regulator (AIRE) and sirtuin-1 (SIRT1) proteins in meTECs, and those signals were not recorded for other

negative control cell types such as CD45+ populations, demonstrating sensitivity and specificity. When

fluorescent signals are combined with single protein staining, results often show the lack of complete

overlap between interacting proteins in co-localization attempts, suggesting that relying on fluorescent

signaling may over quantify PPIs. Another contributor to false-positive signals is sample section thick-

ness, which can be heterogeneous in a manner that over or underrepresents the population of cell

type under study. To overcome these pitfalls, an integrated IFC within PLIC includes data processing

algorithms that filter out false-positive signals for thousands of single cells. PLIC can also be used to

quantify dimerization and oligomerization states of individual proteins by targeting the same protein

in any cell type with two different oligonucleotide-labeled antibodies, and if the protein dimerizes or

oligomerizes, the outcome will yield fluorescent signals that can offer insights into interaction

stoichiometries.

PLIC offers additional importance in PTM analysis of RDs by probing for the protein of interest with two

different unlabeled primary antibodies that target select protein and its modified molecule, respectively,

such as lysine-acetylation specific antibody. If the PTM includes substrate acetylation, then both primary

antibodies can come to proximity, followed by oligonucleotide-labeled secondary antibody that reconsti-

tutes a fluorescent signal due to PTM of the target protein. PLIC thus offers a significant push to PPI and

PTM research, especially in rare cell types, which can be widely implicated in mt connectivity to RD onset

and/or progression. For example, numerous mt respiratory chain proteins that are involved in the assembly

of complexes I–IV are phosphorylated under healthy conditions (Stram and Payne, 2016), resulting in

increased or decreased activity. In RDs such as RCC deficiency, PLIC can be the method of choice in moni-

toring the fluorescence signal patterns in response to fluctuations in PTMs of special complex subunits of

interest, when compared with healthy subject signals, thus offering a new dimension into the impact of PTM

alterations in RDs.
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SINGLE-CELL PROTEOMICS IN RARE CELL POPULATIONS

Single-cell proteomics is the new hype, taking humanity several steps closer to precision medicine. The

approach is gaining interest because no two cells are alike. Such heterogeneity needs to be investigated

on an individual cell level, especially for rare cell types, to better understand human disease specificity

(Doerr, 2019). This requires the development of reliable methods to isolate and/or sort single cells for

downstream proteomics such as fluorescent probing, flow cytometry, mass cytometry (CyTOF), droplet mi-

crofluidics, microengraving, single-cell barcode chips (SCBCs), magnetic ranking cytometry (MagCR), and

other MS-based approaches. Fluorescent probing enables the dynamic analysis of temporal and spatial

distributions (Purvis et al., 2012), and GFP has been the key contributor in these attempts, with GFP variants

such as the superfolder GFP improving both folding and functional retention of fusion proteins on select

target cells (Kamiyama et al., 2016).

GFP alternatives include mEos2 and Dendra2 that photoconvert in the presence of UV light and other fluo-

rescent reporters that are cell permeable, which are used for cytosolic studies via capillary electrophoresis,

in addition to far-field imaging that integrates photobleaching for long-term tracking in single cells (Chu-

dakov et al., 2007; Kelley, 2020; Wiedenmann et al., 2004). Flow cytometry has undergone remarkable

advancement with single-cell implications owing to its capacity to monitor more than 15 parameters per

cell, with its recently updated fluorescence-activated cell sorting being widely used to isolate single cells

based on prior garnered information for subsequent downstream proteomic applications.

CyTOF capitalizes on antibody isotope labeling, with immunostained cells subsequently droplet nebulized

for argon plasma exposure to evaporate the cell and ionize its constituents, followed by time-of-flight MS

analysis (Bandura et al., 2009). Droplet microfluidics in turn encapsulate single cells in oil-water emulsion

droplets in picoliter volumes, with the capacity to analyze single-cell secretomes beyond the flow cytom-

etry grasp. This in addition to the dense microwell-generated microengraving that involves well coating

with antibodies specific to a particular cell type that can robustly capture specific cell types for downstream

proteomics (Love et al., 2006).

SCBCs in contrast are microchamber based with arrayed barcodes carrying spatial addresses specific to

select proteins and conjugated to DNA fragments that convert the barcode into antibody arrays, which

is being gradually used in single-cell secretome mappings (Bailey et al., 2007). MagCR is among the latest

technologies that conjugates cell surface-specific antibodies to magnetic nanoparticles that upon

capturing the cell type of interest can be sorted via microfluidic devices for downstream proteomics (Pou-

dineh et al., 2017). The aforesaid collection of single-cell capturing methods showcase the newest devel-

opments for the specific objective of isolating single cells for proteomic applications, which can open new

avenues in RD research.

PROTEOMICS AND OTHER DATASETS FOR IDENTIFYING DISEASE DRIVER GENES

The complexity of rare and other human disease renders monothematic approaches unsustainable.

Research groups focusing on proteomics and omics approaches, bioinformatics, and artificial intelligence

must explore interdisciplinary collaborations to untangle disease facets that require multiple sources of

data. This can eventually establish a newmodus operandi of multiple data source integrations and refined

outputs that systematically unify concepts that transform independent bulk data into streamlined quality-

controlled findings. This is particularly important owing to the growing acceptance that not a single one of

the aforesaid methods is sufficient to resolve complex RD puzzles.

The Human Genome Project (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004) has made the

human genome sequence available, which revealed more than 3 million SNPs. This represented an earlier

foundation for subsequent genome-wide association studies (GWASs) that have been of value in identi-

fying genetic variations deviating from the norm, whether on an individual or population-specific scale,

in an attempt to uncover alterations linked to human disease. The downside of GWASs stems from the

lack of certainty on whether these SNPs will upregulate, downregulate, or obliterate gene expression

and the scope of proteomic or transcriptomic consequences. This is because most SNPs are found in

non-coding regions that often contain promoters and other regulatory elements of gene expression.

Thus, non-coding region SNPs likely impact gene expression in any direction. Complementary approaches

become necessary to better understand the biological significance of coding and non-coding region SNPs,

with implications in biomarker discovery and precision medicine. Linking the genetic makeup to
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transcriptome profiling offers insights into cellular dynamics and reveals the impact of DNA alterations on

gene expression levels. Transcriptomics can also be pivotally coupled with proteomics as a form of quality

control, since proteomics, especially in RDs, still lack sufficiently robust methods to ensure proteome and

interactome profiles mapped via targeted and untargeted proteomics are tissue and/or cell type specific

(Moutaoufik et al., 2019). Rapid developments in sorting techniques and single-cell RNA sequencing have

made it possible to capture cell types of interest on a single cell level. Thus, combing transcriptomic data

with proteomic maps can significantly facilitate filtering out false-positive PPIs that are not backed by

cognate transcriptome signatures due to tissue contamination.

Multidisciplinary research is also extending into the area of drugomics, where drug-protein interaction

studies are being deposited in databases such as Drug2Gene and Drug Bank (Roider et al., 2014; Wishart

et al., 2006). The connectivity map project is making it possible to identify the impact of drugs on genome-

wide transcript levels of the entire human genome (Lamb et al., 2006). This reveals the scope of genes

whose transcription levels are impacted by the same drug, which can accelerate functional annotations

of unknown orphans by linking them to pathways exhibiting similar response to drug treatments. Further-

more, since biochemical pathways result in the production of signature metabolites, the area of metabo-

lomics can link metabolic variations across various samples to altered biochemical pathways, which can be

used to validate proteomics and genetic alteration backgrounds. Although proteomics can help guide tar-

geted diagnostics, integrating other biological datasets, such as single-cell transcriptomics, genomics,

and drugomics, can refine driver gene lists in rare and other human diseases.

GENOTYPIC AND PHENOTYPIC MATCHMAKING TOOLS

Another issue of considerable difficulty in RD research is variant validation. In other words, when disease-

causing mutations are identified by tools such as whole-exome sequencing, it becomes important to vali-

date the authenticity of variant linkage to the RD under study, which is a difficult task owing to the scarcity of

other patients with the same rare disease type. To overcome this bottleneck, new tools are emerging, such

as the PhenomeCentral Portal that is fed with exome or genetic variant sequences gathered from RD pa-

tient samples, along with phenotypic descriptions associated with these variants (Buske et al., 2015). Clini-

cians can next access the portal and feed their patient clinical features to the database, which matches the

new query with stored patient genotypic/phenotypic records and instantly suggests causative genes based

on semantic similarities that enable hypothesis-free and hypothesis-driven prioritization of candidate

genes that clinicians can focus on for exome sequence validations.

PhenomeCentral accepts exome and genetic variant records even if these entries lack sufficient molecular

diagnostic information. This is because the portal considers that in the future when similar variants are fed

into the system along with complete molecular or phenotypic explanations, it can match records and refine

its stored information in what appears to be an ongoing effort that can significantly advance RD research

matchmaking between previously stored genotypes along with observable phenotypes with the new queries.

Matchmaking tools are gaining similarmomentum in the genomic and proteomics interface, as exemplifiedby

the development of Orphanet (Pavan et al., 2017), a promising RD data reference source for sharing orphan

drug discovery.More than 320,000 possible links between known drugs obtained fromDrugBank and proteins

of unknown function involved in rare and orphan diseases suggested that an upward of 18,000 drugs can be

repurposedas rareororphandisease therapeuticoptions. In addition, artificial intelligence is alsobeing rapidly

integrated to model diseased human cells, which can overcome the scarcity of RD samples. Examining these

models can vary based on nutrient, lipid, and metabolite to suggest potential molecules of therapeutic value

solely based on machine learning algorithms that stratify and match patients and prioritize in silico-examined

therapeutic options (Zilocchi et al., 2020). This can help clinicians involved in RDs to find their needle in the hay-

stack, and with more contributions from the scientific and clinician community, more tools, methods, and da-

tabases can be developed to accelerate RD therapeutic developments.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS OR PERSPECTIVES

The ‘‘omics’’ age requires morphing from mere depositing of research outputs in public domains into

actionable therapeutics. This calls for concerted collaborations to refine dataset creation and integration

methods, filtering out fuzziness, and giving birth to rapid, yet effective, rare and other disease biomarker

discovery platforms to materialize the precision medicine promise into a strong reality. Drug discovery and

biomarker identification is a daunting area of research, let alone RDs, owing to the scarcity of available sam-

ples to analyze. Despite the advancement of next-generation sequencing that can robustly screen whole
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genomes, whole exomes, and targeted sequences for genetic variations in a high-throughput scale, limited

success can be achieved for RDs. This reveals the power of systems biology and the marginal advantage of

interactomics over proteomics, since network-based approaches can link PPIs involving rare variants in one

protein to others within in a network map for the potential usage of currently available medications through

repurposing, until more precise medications are developed. Alternately, PPIs involving pathological vari-

ants can be targeted by peptide therapeutics that are less toxic than synthetic chemicals, but this requires

layers of PPI map overlays to painstakingly identify targetable interactomes, which can be a hard reach in

RDs. Furthermore, 3D structures of protein candidates pertaining to RDs can be subjected to molecular

docking, whereby available small molecules as drug leads can be in silico docked into these structures

for downstream experimental validation. It is expected that this decade will reveal more advances that

will take rare human disease research several steps closer to refining disease-associated data, thus moving

away from fuzziness and consistently toward individual-specific RD therapeutics.

METHODS

All methods can be found in the accompanying Transparent methods supplemental file.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.isci.2020.102030.
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